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Si/SiGe QuBus for single electron
information-processing devices with
memory and micron-scale connectivity
function

Ran Xue 1, Max Beer 1, Inga Seidler 1, Simon Humpohl1,2, Jhih-Sian Tu3,
StefanTrellenkamp3, TomStruck1,2,HendrikBluhm 1,2&LarsR. Schreiber 1,2

The connectivity within single carrier information-processing devices requires
transport and storage of single charge quanta. Single electrons have been
adiabatically transportedwhile confined to amoving quantumdot in short, all-
electrical Si/SiGe shuttle device, called quantum bus (QuBus). Here we show a
QuBus spanning a length of 10 μm and operated by only six simply-tunable
voltage pulses. We introduce a characterization method, called shuttle-
tomography, to benchmark the potential imperfections and local shuttle-
fidelity of the QuBus. The fidelity of the single-electron shuttle across the full
device and back (a total distance of 19 μm) is (99.7 ± 0.3) %. Using the QuBus,
we position and detect up to 34 electrons and initialize a register of 34
quantum dots with arbitrarily chosen patterns of zero and single-electrons.
The simple operation signals, compatibility with industry fabrication and low
spin-environment-interaction in 28Si/SiGe, promises long-range spin-conser-
ving transport of spin qubits for quantum connectivity in quantum computing
architectures.

Controlling local charge densities in a semiconductor bymetallic gate-
electrodes sets the foundation of modern nanoelectronics. The min-
iaturisationof gate-electrodes reveals quantummechanical effects and
entertains the development of nanoelectronics devices operating with
single chargequanta.Discrete charge states of quantumdots (QDs) are
stored to process digital information1 and the spin of individual elec-
trons is used to encode quantum bits for quantum computing in
semiconductors2,3. The exchange of charge quanta between functional
blocks such as charge–photon interfaces4–6, quantum registers7, spin
manipulation zones8, single charge detectors9 and current standard
devices10 would lead to quantum devices with new functionalities.

For conventional electronics, wires transport currents or voltages
over extended distances. In quantum technology, wires cannot trans-
port individual charges, as disorder limits their localisation length

hardly exceeding 100nm. In micron-sized quantum structures, the
charging energy becomes impractically small for utilising charge states
withdefinite electron number. Aproposeddevicenamedquantumbus
(QuBus)11 solves this fundamental difficulty andmight provide the key
for the required12,13 scale-up of quantum computing architectures14–17.

Single electron18,19 and spin-conserving electron20 shuttling have
previously been demonstrated employing surface acoustic waves in
piezoelectric semiconductors. Shuttling in non-polarmaterials such as
silicon, which is highly attractive for quantum computing with
electron-spins21–24, becomes more involved, as the electron transport
requires a series of top gates. However, this additional complexity
comes with the benefit of electron acceleration and velocity
control25–29. In particular, the conveyor-mode shuttling approach in Si/
SiGe combines this advantage with predictable spin coherence during
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shuttling and the requirement for just four input signals independent
of the lengthof the shuttle device11. High-fidelity short-range conveyor-
mode charge30 and spin31 shuttling have been demonstrated.

In this work, we all-electrically position and detect up to 34 elec-
trons in a single-electron conveyor-mode QuBus in Si/SiGe. Despite its
unprecedented length of 10μmandmore than 100 electrostatic gates,
the QuBus can be controlled by only six input terminals with low vol-
tage pulse complexity.We introduce a characterisationmethodwe call
shuttle tomography to benchmark the local shuttle fidelity of the
QuBus using a single electron as a probe. By composing elementary
pulses, we can control and detect any single electron pattern filling a
series of 34 QDs. The conveyor-mode shuttle approach opens up new
possibilities for probing local potential disorder in a quantum well,
detecting single-electrons with high lateral resolution across a length
of 10μm and boosting multi-electron control for scalable spin qubit
quantum computation.

Results
QuBus device and pulse segments
Our QuBus device consists of an undoped SiGe/Si/SiGe quantum well
on top of which three electrically isolated metallic gate layers are
fabricated by electron-beam lithography and metal lift-off (see
“Methods” for details on the device fabrication). The 10μm long
grounded split-gate on the first layer defines a nominally depleted one-
dimensional electron channel (1DEC) in the quantum well. More than
100 clavier gates, equally distributed among the second and third layer
above the 1DECenable the approximately uniformmovement of single
electrons along the xdirection (Fig. 1a) even in the presence of elec-
trostatic disorder11. Notably, every fourth clavier gate is electrically
connected to one of four gate sets Si (i = 1. . . 4). The connection
schemeof four gate sets canbe easily implemented asour clavier gates
are distributed among two electrically isolated layers. At a fixed

distance between 1DEC and gate layers, usingmore than four gate sets
would smooth the propagating potential towards a sinus function at all
shuttle times, while with a cost of more complex gate design and gate
connectivity. The simulated electrostatics of the conveyor-mode
shuttling in our device is visualised in the Supplementary Video 1.

On-demand, a single electron can be loaded into the 1DEC from
the left single-electron transistor (SET) formed by the gates TGL, LB1,
LP and LB2. The plunger gate TLP of the leftmost quantum dot QD0

controls the loading of exactly one electron from the SET to QD0. The
corresponding voltage pulses in gate space are indicated in Fig. 1b
from the yellow dot to the blue square. This is followed by raising the
tunnel barrier by gate TLB1 (pink triangle in Fig. 1b, c). We label the
corresponding pulse segment as P1. If the voltage VTLP applied to gate
TLP remains low during the entire segment, no electron is loaded
whichwe label asP0 (Fig. 1c). Reversely, we can also use the SET current
I to detect either zero or one electron in QD0 by the pulse segment DL

(Fig. 1d). The detection pulse includes the unloading of the electron
(see Supplementary Fig. 1 for details on the charge detection).

To shuttle the single electron in a moving QD, simple sinusoidal
voltage pulses VSi

ðtÞ are applied to the gate sets Si:

V Si
ðtÞ=AS cos 2πf t � πði+ 1Þ

2

� �
+Bs +ΔBs

1 + ð�1Þi
2

, ð1Þ

where the pulse amplitude AS sets the confinement strength of the
propagating sinusoidal potential created in the 1DEC. BS and ΔBS are
constant offsets for accumulating charges in the conduction band in
the 1DEC, accommodating different distances of the gate sets from the
1DEC. Both BS and ΔBS are independent of the shuttle process and the
electron position and thus remain constant for all pulse sequences.
This significantly eases the operation of the conveyor-mode shuttle
device. The shuttle velocity is given by fλ = 14μm ⋅ s−1, where the

Fig. 1 | QuBus device and pulse segments. a False-coloured scanning electron
micrograph of a top-view on a device nominally identical to the measured device.
The gate labelled TGL overlaps with two barrier gates LB1 and LB2 and accumulates
the electron reservoirs for the left SET. The gate labelled TLB2 is electrically con-
nected to terminal S4. b Charge stability diagram for controlling the QD0 filling
(numbers) by individually pulsed terminals TLP and TLB1. Symbols indicate posi-
tions in gates space consistent with (c, d). The line-cut of the electrostatic potential
of the SET and QD0 taken along x-direction are sketched for three positions

beneath (c, d). c Voltage pulses ΔV for loading one (solid line) and zero electrons
(dashed line) labelled P1 and P0, respectively. d Voltage pulse ΔV of the segment
labelled DL for detecting an electron in QD0 by the left SET. After detection the
electron is unloaded to the SET. e, f Pulse segments λ+1 and λ−1 for shuttling an
electron by a distance λ in positive (e) and negative (f) x-direction using all term-
inals Si (see legend). All unchanged voltages during pulse segments are not plotted
in panels c to f. c – f share the same legend illustrated on the bottom right. ΔV are
voltage pulses with respect to the zero-point marked by the yellow dot in (b).
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frequency of the shuttle pulse is f = 50Hz and λ = 280 nm is the lateral
period of the potential in the 1DEC.

To transport all electrons in the 1DEC by a distance of λ in the
positive (negative) x-direction, the pulse segment λ+1 (λ−1) is employed
(Fig. 1e, f). Note that all voltages applied to gates of the device return to
their initial values at the end of each λ±1 pulse segment. This implies
that the correction of the SET’s operating point for capacitive cross-
coupling to the clavier gate sets Si is constant and thus simple. The
right SET and the rightmost clavier gates are not used here and vol-
tages are chosen to have an open 1DEC towards an energetically lower
lying electron reservoir. Thus, the pulse sequences we developed
could be applied to shuttle devices with just one SET detector. Speci-
fically, the shuttle tomography presented below could be used to
identify the position of a faulty break in a shuttle device. In total only
six voltage pulses V Si

, VTLP and VTLB1 given by the elementary pulse
segments P0, P1, λ+1, λ−1 and DL control the whole 10μm long shuttle
device, inside of which a total of 35 QDs (QDi with i =0. . . 34) are
formed along the 1DEC.

Single-charge shuttle tomography
In order to discuss the composition and interplay of pulse segments
during the operation of the QuBus, we choose the pulse sequence
called shuttle tomography as afirst example. The sequence isdesigned
to measure the local shuttle fidelity Fλ, i.e. the shuttle success rate of
λ+1 for a specific position of the probe electron. Thus, we might
identify local weak spots in the QuBus, although charge detection by
the SET is limited to QD0. The strategy is to shuttle a single electron
from the left end of 1DEC further into the 1DECby some short distance
and then back to the detector. We repeat this experiment in order to
record the shuttle fidelity and sequentially increase the shuttle dis-
tance until the electron is shuttled the full distance of 19μm forth and
back. The obtained data serves as a benchmark of the local shuttle
fidelity in the QuBus. The corresponding pulse sequence is displayed
in Fig. 2a (see Supplementary Fig. 2 for SET current traces). First, the
depleted 1DEC is loaded with a single electron (P1) which is then
shuttled into the 1DEC for a distance of n ⋅ λ (by repeating λ+1n-times).
Afterwards, the electron filling of the first n + 4 QDs is measured by
consecutively detecting (DL) (n + 4)-times (see Fig. 2a) and shuttling
one period back towards the SET (λ−1). First shuttle tests on this device
revealed that measuring 4 additional QDs is sufficient to detect an
erroneously shuttled electron. Finally, we apply a reference pulse by
repeating the full pulse, but replace the P1 segment by P0. This shuttle
pulse is repeated N-times.

As an instructive subset of such a measurement over N = 40 pulse
repetitions with n = 7 and AS = 245mV, we observe the filling of each of
the first 11 QDs as shown in Fig. 2b. During the majority of shuttle
pulses the electron remainswithinQD7, intowhich it was shuttled. This
result indicates a well-operating QuBus. Sometimes the electron is
detected in QD8 and QD9, thus the shuttle process failed during these
repetitions. Via the reference pulse segment, we check whether elec-
trons leak into the 1DEC. Since we never observe any electrons during
the reference pulse across thousands of repetitions for all n, we con-
clude that there is no such leakage and the SET charge-detector does
not faultily detect electrons in an empty QD.

The full observation of shuttle tomography with AS = 280mV,
N = 1000 and n = 1. . . 36 shows that the single electron is nearly
always detected in the expected QDn, into which it has been loaded
(Fig. 2c with more details in Supplementary Fig. 3). In addition,
no electrons are observed for n = 35, 36. This is expected as the right
end of the 1DEC is open and the 1DEC only contains QD0 to QD34.
Hence, the electron is pushed out of the 1DEC through its right end
for n = 35, 36.

We introduce the electron count Cl
m to express the number of

electrons detected in QDm summing over allN pulse repetitions where
l is the expected filling of QD m, which is 1 only for n =m and 0

otherwise. Thus, the error count of each QD relative to its expectation
is given by ΔCl

m =Cl
m � l � N. The single-electron error count (Fig. 2d)

reveals that in very few repetitions the electron was detected in a QDm

with m > n and almost never for m < n. In ≃ 1% of the repetitions the
electrons seem to disappear (

P
m,lC

l
m <N) (see Supplementary Fig. 3).

Remarkably, some electrons are detected in QD35 when loaded in
QD34, although QD35 does not exist. Hence, delayed electrons got
stuck during a λ−1 pulse segment, instead of hopping over one QD
during a λ+1 pulse segment. This indicates a directionality of the shuttle
error. In other words, if we shuttle an electron to QDn and detect an
electron in e.g. QDn+1 (Fig. 2d), the electron has never reached QDn+1.
We apparently detect it there, because a shuttle error (a delay)
occurred at λ−1, if shuttling back to the SET.

We define one shuttle pulse as successful, if three conditions are
simultaneously fulfilled: (I) An electron is detected in the n-th QD, into
which an electron has been loaded. (II) No electron is detected in all
other QDs, which are detected during the sequence. (III) No electron is
detected during the reference shuttle sequence in any QD. We count
the number of successful shuttle pulses with the same n and divide by
the total number N of pulse repetitions to get the charge shuttle-
fidelity F(n).

With AS = 280mVandN = 1000 for each of the n = 1. . . 34 covering
a shuttle distance of 2n ⋅ 280nm, we observe an average shuttle infi-
delity of 1 − F = (0.785 ±0.051)% (Fig. 2e). This infidelity, however, also
includes errors from loading and detection pulse segments. Remark-
ably, F(n) is almost independent of the shuttle distance. Therefore, we
split the observed infidelity into two error sources: first, the shuttle
error ελ occurring during each λ±1-pulse, which is a shuttle dependent
error that accumulates over the increment of shuttle periods. Second,
an electron loading and detection (LD) error εLD, which is independent
of shuttling and attributed to errors occurring during the P1 (no elec-
tron initialised by error) and DL (no electron detected by error)
pulse segments. We linearly fit lnðFÞ=A � n+B where A= 2 lnðFλÞ=
2 lnð1� ελÞ,B= lnðFLDÞ= lnð1� εLDÞ and find the average shuttle fidelity
per period Fλ = (99.996 ± 0.003)% at AS = 280mV corresponding to a
simulated orbital splitting of 4meV between the ground and the first
orbital excited state (see Supplementary Fig. 4). The LD error is
εLD = (0.7 ± 0.1)%, thus the LD-corrected shuttle fidelity across the full
channel and back is F̂ð34Þ= ð99:7 ±0:3Þ% (total distance 19μm, see
'Methods' for details on the estimations of errors). Presumably, larger
AS could increase the shuttle fidelity as long as heating effects remain
negligible.

Finally, we provoke shuttling errors by reducing AS and thus the
confinement of the QDs in the shuttle potential. Note that the ampli-
tude of the flush pulse is always constant at AS = 280mV. We observe
that aswe decrease AS, the shuttle fidelity drops between the third and
the fourth shuttle period and then remains constant (left insert in
Fig. 2e). Thus, we attribute the decrease in F to a local weak spot in the
QuBus potential, likely due to static potential disorder. To confirm this
hypothesis, we modify the shuttling tomography pulse sequence by
tuning AS as a function of shuttle distance. Therefore, temporarily
enhanced confinement is realised by keeping AS = 280mV during the
fourth λ+1 and the (n − 3)-rd λ−1 pulse segment, thus at the position of
the weak spot only. This demonstrates a tunable method to shuttle
electrons over the QuBus with high F at much lower AS applied
during all other pulse segments λ±1 (right inset of Fig. 2e). Theobserved
cut-off amplitude at 100mV matches well with simulations of
semiconductor-oxide interface charge-defect induced potential dis-
order in the 1DEC11. The origin of the weak spot in the QuBus requires
further investigation. Note that for the measurement of F(n), we can-
not fully exclude two errors appearing during shuttling which com-
pensate each other. However, the observation that faulty shuttling
behaviour occurs locally in the QuBusmakes it probable that two such
spots should be separately observed by the n-dependence of the
shuttling tomography.
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Multi-electron operation
For the shuttle tomography, only exactly one electron was loaded into
the QuBus at a time. The QuBus can also be operated with many
electrons using the aforementioned elementary pulse segments. Each
electron can be placed in any of the QDs between QD1 and QD34 in a
controlled manner. Thus, we can create a pattern of electron fillings in
a 34 QD register. The pulse sequence for loading and detecting an
arbitrary electron pattern in the QuBus (Fig. 3a) is similar to the
sequence employed during shuttle tomography. The repetition of λ+1
segments is replaced by a series of single λ+1 interleaved with P0 and P1
pulse segments. The latter determine the pattern filling the QDs. The
key expectation is that any λ±1 segment should move all electrons
simultaneously by shifting the sinusoidal potential in the 1DEC.

Using AS = 280mV, we load one electron in each of the 34 QDs
(1111. . . ), every second QD (1010. . . ) or a more complex periodic pat-
tern (1100. . . ). We repeat the pattern loading and detecting for
N = 1000 times to gather statistics on the electron count in each QD

(Fig. 3b).We observe that the fraction of counted electrons in allQDs is
very close to the expected filling pattern. Next, nine non-periodic
patterns P1-P9, representing the lines of a binary image comprising
34 × 9 bits, are successfully loaded and detected as observed from the
statistics of N = 100 pulse repetitions.

Thedominant bluish colour in the error-countmap for all patterns
(Fig. 3c) reveals that the main error is the apparent loss of electrons.
We assign this notion to the dominance of the loading and detection
error εLD. It also explains why the pattern fidelity, which we define
analogue to the shuttle-fidelity as the rate of successfully and exclu-
sively placing and detecting electrons in all intendedQDs, is lowest for
the pattern with the highest electron count (111...). Blue/red dipoles in
the error-count map indicate a shuttle error. As for shuttle tomo-
graphy, we mainly observe individual electrons being misplaced by
one QD to the right, provided this adjacent QD is nominally empty.
This observation underlines the directional character of the shuttle
error, which we already noted for the shuttle tomography.

Fig. 2 | Single-charge shuttle tomography. a The pulse sequence of a shuttling
tomography experiment consists of a flush pulse, a single-electron shuttle
sequence and a reference shuttle pulsewithout an electron being loaded. The pulse
is repeatedN-times.bDigitised electron-detectionmap recorded during the single-
electron shuttle pulse for AS = 245mV and n = 7. By single-shot charge-detection
(DL) of the QD0 to QD10, we either find zero (light blue) or one (dark blue) electron
for each of the 40 pulse cycles. The expected occurrence of an electron is indicated
by the blue arrow and faulty locations by black arrows. The F for this specific data
set ismarked by a cross in the left inset of (e). c Relative error counts i.e. fraction of
electrons detected in QDm, if one electron is loaded in QDn for AS = 280 mV and
N = 1000. For each column, we count all single-electron detection event from an
electron-detection map as shown in (b). d Same as in (c) but the error counts are

plotted, i.e. the difference between expected and detected electron counts. The
statistics shown in (c, d) are based on the same data set. False electron detection of
QD35 ismarkedby anarrow.eTheshuttle infidelity 1 − F (bluedotswith 1σ error bar)
determined from the full shuttle-tomography sequence for AS = 280mV and
N = 1000. The number of applied λ±1-pulse segments is converted into total single-
electron shuttle distance forwards and backwards. Red-line is fit to the data (see
text). Left inset: Shuttle fidelity F as a function of the total shuttle distance (forth
and back) for various AS and N = 1000 (lines are guide-to-the-eyes). Right inset:
Shuttle fidelity F as a function of AS for maximum shuttle distance n = 34. Note that
As = 280mV is only used for the fourth λ+1 and for the 31st λ−1 shuttle pulses. The
modified single electron shuttle pulses are sketched above the corresponding
inserts. The applied flush and reference pulses are not shown for simplicity.
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Discussion
Our all-electrical Si/SiGe electron-shuttle device is successfully oper-
ated in conveyormode. Only six input terminals control themore than
100 clavier gates of the 10 μm long device. Independent of its length,
only four sinusoidal signals are required to operate the shuttle as well
as two signals for loading and detecting electrons by a single-electron
transistor. We introduce a method called shuttle tomography, which
uses a single electron to probe the local shuttle fidelity and thus local
imperfections in the confinement of the moving QD. We estimate the
fidelity for shuttling one electron across the full length andback, thus a
total distance of 19μm, to be F̂ = ð99:7 ±0:3Þ%. Employing other pulse
sequences composed of the five elementary pulses for our QuBus, we
programmatically distribute and detect up to 34 electrons across the
34 QDs formed in the shuttle device. Any QD filling pattern can be
initialised and we encode a digital image, the pixels of which are
represented by single electrons.

TheQDs canbe interpreted as a 34 bit stackwith amaximumof 34
electrons or as the initialisation procedure of a series of 34 QDs
towards a quantum register for spin qubits. Preparing such patterns of
electrons in a one-dimensional channel with low electrostatic disorder
opens up possibilities to study the interplay of tunnel coupling and
Coulomb interaction for a specific charge configuration. For example,
as the amplitude of the periodic shuttle potential set by AS is lowered
and tunnel coupling between neighbouring QDs increased, electrons
becomeordered by their Coulomb interaction. The reordered position
of electrons might be observed by ramping up the periodic potential
and readout the filling of each QD. Furthermore, our conveyor-mode
QuBus device paves theway to scalable quantum computation, since it

is expected that the electron-spin evolution is deterministic during
conveyor-mode shuttling at a velocity of approximately 8 m ⋅ s−1 and
spin-coherent shuttle fidelities of 99.9% are predicted11. Besides the
coherent spin-shuttling demonstrated for shorter distance31, our cur-
rent work gives perspectives for shuttle fidelity of the QuBus
across ≈ 10μm required for a sparse and scalable quantum computa-
tion architecture16,17. Notably our QuBus is technologically compatible
to industrial fabrication and Si/SiGe has been proven to be an ideal
host-crystal for spin qubits. Spin-qubit connectivity across a distance
of several micrometres could be a game changer for spin quantum
computation.

Methods
The QuBus device
The undoped quantum well heterostructure is grown by chemical
vapour deposition on a 200mm silicon wafer and consists of a 7- nm
tensile-strained silicon layer sandwiched between two relaxed layers of
Si0.70Ge0.30. The upper barrier layer of Si0.70Ge0.30 has a nominal
thickness of 30 nm and is capped by 2 nm of Si. Ohmic contacts to
the quantum well are created by the selective phosphorus ion-
implantation followed by a rapid thermal anneal at 700 ∘C for 30 s.
The contacts are then metalized using optical lithography and metal
lift-off. Three metallic gate layers including fan-out are fabricated via
electron beam lithography and evaporation followed by metal lift-off.
A scanning electron micrograph of a device nominally identical to the
device measured in this work can be seen in Fig. 1a. The first gate layer
is deposited directly onto the silicon capping layer, the native oxide
layer of which was removed immediately before metal evaporation via
HF etching. For this lowest layer 15 nm of palladium is used in order to
fabricate a Schottky contact to the Si-cap. According to the electro-
static simulations11, this results in a lower potential disorder in the
quantum well. The later two gate layers are fabricated on 7 nm of
atomic layer deposited Al2O3 and consist of 5 nm of titanium and
22/29 nm of platinum for the second and third layer, respectively.

The first fine gate layer defines both the SET plunger and barrier
gates as well as the channel-confining split-gate. The split-gate con-
strains the 1DEC to a width below 200 nm. The second and third metal
gate layers define the SET top gates as well as the clavier gates, which
form the individual QDs in the 1DEC. These clavier gates have a width
of 60 nm with a pitch of 70 nm. The designed distance between SET
and QD0 and thus the tunnel-coupling is based on ref. 32.

Experimental setup
Experiments are conducted in an Oxford Triton 200 dilution refrig-
erator at ≃ 60mK. Voltage pulses are generated by a Zurich Instru-
ments HDAWG8 and superposed with DC voltages from a home-built
DAC by a passive voltage adder at room-temperature. All signal lines
are filtered by Pi-filters with a cut-off frequency of 1 kHz. No low-
temperature filtering is used. The SET current is converted by the low-
noise transimpedance amplifier SP983c from Basel Precision Instru-
ments with a cut-off frequency of 3 kHz and digitised by an AlazarTech
ATS9440 waveform digitiser. The composition of pulse sequences
employs the open-source Python package qupulse33.

Error estimation
Here we discuss and estimate the error probability for manipulating
the charge state during each elementary pulse segment εi with
i = P0, P1, λ+1, λ−1, DL. First, we assume for simplicity that the average
error for shuttling one electron by a distance of λ is ελ ≈ ελ+ 1

≈ ελ�1

despite the experimentally observed small directionality. Since we
never observe any electrons during the reference pulse across thou-
sands of shuttle tomography repetitions for all n, we conclude that
εP0

≈0 and that the detector does not faultily detect electrons in an
empty QD. We combine the error from loading one electron εP1

and
missing an electron during detection εDL

to be the loading and

Fig. 3 |Multi-electronoperation. a Pulse sequence composed of elementary pulse
elements. b Detected number of electrons in QDn normalised by the total number
of pulse repetitions N for an arbitrary target filling pattern (rows with labels on the
left). For Pi, the target pattern is non-periodic but can be identified from the data
due to the low shuttle error and is therefore not explicitly given. cThe relative error
counts of each QD for shuttled patterns. The pattern fidelity, as defined in the text,
is shown on the right for each individual row.
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detection error εLD with ð1� εLDÞ= ð1� εP1
Þð1� εDL

Þ. The experimen-
tally observed shuttle fidelity F(n) during a shuttle tomography pulse
sequence of shuttle distance 2nλ is composed of several elementary
pulse segments:

FðnÞ= ð1� εLDÞ � ð1� ελÞ2n: ð2Þ

By linearly fitting lnðFðnÞÞ, we find εLD = (0.7 ± 0.1)% and the aver-
age shuttle fidelity per period Fλ = 1 − ελ = (99.996 ± 0.003)%. Thus, the
expected LD-corrected shuttle fidelity F̂ðnÞ= ð1� ελÞ2n for a total
shuttle distance of≈ 19μm is F̂ð34Þ= ð1� ελÞ68 = ð99:7 ±0:3Þ%. This
corresponds to the fidelity of shuttling a single electron across the full
QuBus and back. Note that we distinguish ελ from εLD by increasing the
number of λ pulses.

Data availability
The data generated in this study have been deposited in the Zenodo
database (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8375442).
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